TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION

SERVICES:
• Technical Authoring
• Technical Illustrations
• Integration of Data
• Hotspot Linkages

TYPE OF MANUALS:
• Maintenance Manual
• Component Maintenance Manual
• Abbreviated Component Maintenance Manual
• Illustrated Parts Catalogue
• Technical Manuals
• User Guides/Manuals
• Structural Repair Manual
• Wiring Diagram Manual
• Engine Maintenance Manual
• Overhaul Manual
• Operation Manual
• Service Bulletins, TRs, SILs, RFI

TECHNICAL AUTHORING:
• SGML/XML Authoring
• Creation and Legacy Conversion
• Graphics Integration
• Hotspot Linking
• IPC Creation

SOFTWARES:
• ArborText Epic Editor
• Adobe Frame Maker
• Robo Help
• Quick silver
• MS Word
TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATION:
• Raster-to-vector conversion
• New illustrations
• 3D to 2D illustrations
• Modification of old illustrations
• Upgrade to standard based illustrations
• Hotspot generation

SOFTWARE:
• Isodraw
• Adobe Illustrator
• AutoCAD
• Autotrol
• 3DVIA Composer
• Corel Paint

STANDARDS:
• ATA 100
• ATA iSpec 2100 / 2200
• S1000D
• Simplified English: ASD- STE100

INDUSTRIES WE COVER
• Aerospace
• Automotive
• Consumer Products
• Heavy Engineering
• Industrial Products

BENEFITS
• Strong backup of our own university
• Cost savings
• Transparent pricing
• Faster turnaround
• High standard and quality
• Experienced workforce
• Higher efficiency
• E-database
• Access control